
Can  the  US  Federal  Reserve
bring inflation back to 2%?
by Christophe Blot

At the monetary policy meeting on 16 March 2022, the Federal
Reserve  raised  its  interest  rate  by  a  quarter  point  to
0.5%[1]. With the strong increase in inflation observed in the
United States since the spring of 2021, there is little doubt
that  this  movement  will  continue.  Indeed,  Jerome  Powel
recently confirmed this and envisaged a half point increase at
the meeting on 4 May. Beyond that, expectations from futures
contracts on the federal funds rate suggest that the interest
rate will rise to at least 3% by year’s end. Will the US
central bank succeed in bringing inflation back to its target?
Put another way, can the nature of the imbalances that are
pushing up prices be corrected by monetary policy? And how
high  should  interest  rates  rise  to  curb  the  current
inflationary  surge?

After settling at 1.2% in 2020, inflation, measured by the
consumer price deflator, reached 3.9% in 2021 on an annual
average, i.e. a level well above the Federal Reserve’s 2%
target[2].  Furthermore,  contrary  to  the  expectations
formulated by the members of the Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC)  in  mid-2021,[3]  inflation  picked  up  steam  and  by
February 2022 exceeded 6%, the highest level since 1982[4]. As
Jean-Luc Gaffard and Francesco Saraceno point out, inflation
is necessarily the result of sectoral market imbalances, which
have their source in either insufficient supply or excess
demand.  The  appropriate  policy  response  must  therefore  be
based on as complete a diagnosis as possible of the causes of
the  inflation,  which  results  in  social  costs[5].  However,
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given  the  Fed’s  mandate,  tightening  monetary  policy  seems
unavoidable[6]. In the case of the United States, this is a
dual mandate since, according to the Federal Reserve Act, the
aim  of  US  central  bank  policy  is  to  promote  both  price
stability and maximum employment. With the unemployment rate
at 3.6% in March 2022, the Fed logically considers that it is
further from its price stability objective than from its full
employment  objective.  Besides  the  unemployment  rate,  other
indicators such as the resignation rate or the ratio between
the number of unemployed and job openings also confirm the
existence of tensions on the labour market[7].

The main question is therefore how much tightening is needed
to bring inflation back to target. The answer to this question
depends in particular on the transmission of monetary policy
to prices. How does inflation react when the central bank
decides to raise its interest rate? Remember that the central
bank only sets a very particular rate, a very short-term money
market rate. Changes in this rate are then transmitted to
market  and  bank  rates,  and  on  to  financial  and  property
prices. Monetary policy therefore influences the totality of
financing conditions and, through this, household consumption
and household and business investment[8]. When the central
bank  tightens  its  monetary  policy,  demand  is  reduced  and
unemployment rises, which has an impact on prices, i.e. the
prices of goods and services and wages. The impact of monetary
policy on inflation can be quantified by estimating the effect
of higher interest rates on unemployment and the link between
inflation and unemployment.

A recent analysis by Silvia Miranda-Agrippino and Giovanni
Ricco (2021) suggests that a one percentage point hike in the
interest  rate  set  by  the  central  bank  pushes  up  the
unemployment rate by 0.3 percentage points after 12 months.[9]
All else being equal, Ball and Mazumder (2011) suggest that,
using a standard Phillips curve estimate, an additional 1
percentage point of unemployment would reduce inflation by 0.5
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percentage points. So raising the rate from 0.25% to 3% by the
end of 2022 would result in a 0.4 percentage point reduction
in inflation. The tightening scenario envisaged for monetary
policy therefore seems largely insufficient to bring inflation
back to its 2% target. In other words, the only way the Fed
could  hope  to  reduce  inflation  would  be  by  raising  the
interest rate even further. This is not, however, a reasonable
prospect.

First, reducing inflation by 4 points – from 6% to 2% –
implies such a steep rate hike that it would push the US
economy  into  a  violent  recession  and  a  brutal  rise  in
unemployment. This was the path chosen by Paul Volcker, Fed
Chairman  between  1979  and  1987,  who  pursued  a  highly
restrictive monetary policy at the beginning of his term in
order to reduce US inflation, which exceeded 10% at the end of
1979  (Figure  1).  The  result  was  a  sharp  rise  in  the
unemployment rate, to its highest level since 1951[11]. There
are,  however,  important  differences  with  the  current
inflationary situation. Inflation today is partly the result
of supply factors that, according to Reifschneider and Wilcox
(2022),  are  temporary[12].  Monetary  policy  would  not  be
effective in countering a shock to energy prices or global
supply constraints, since these do not really depend much on
the US macroeconomic situation. The point is to focus action
on  the  contribution  to  inflation  arising  from  domestic
factors, and in particular tensions on the labour market,
which have been fuelled in part by the fiscal stimuli of
Donald  Trump  in  2020  and  then  of  Joe  Biden  in  2021[13].
However, it is clear that, like many other forecasters, the
Fed was off in its belief that this inflationary episode would
not last long and that supply factors would ease relatively
quickly.  Since  then  the  war  in  Ukraine  has  put  further
pressure on energy prices and hence on inflation.

At  the  same  time,  it  seems  apparent  that  inflation
expectations are probably better anchored around the Federal
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Reserve’s inflation target than they were in the late 1970s.
According  to  the  Michigan  Household  Survey,  long-term
inflation expectations – five years ahead – have risen but
appear  to  have  stabilised  around  3%  since  May  2021.  In
particular, they are lower than they were in the late 1970s
and early 1980s (Figure 2). And these inflation expectations
do play a role in the dynamics of inflation. Indeed, the more
households or companies anticipate a high level of inflation,
the more they will ask for wage increases or set their prices
at a higher level, which will result in a spiral in which
inflation expectations feed inflation, which in turn pushes
expectations a little higher. It is therefore also in order to
avoid this type of runaway so-called second-round effects that
the Fed is deciding to accelerate its monetary tightening. The
aim is to maintain this anchorage. Recent work has shown that
this  channel  for  transmitting  monetary  policy  onto
expectations  is  significant[14].

It  therefore  seems  that  the  current  situation  justifies
monetary  tightening  in  the  US.  The  difficulty  facing  the
central  bank  is  to  distinguish  between  supply  and  demand
factors. The objective of the tightening initiated by the Fed
must be mainly to limit the tensions observed on the labour
market and to influence agents’ expectations so that these
expectations don’t take off. It should at the same time be
relatively  moderate  so  as  not  only  to  avoid  pushing  the
economy into recession but also to avoid a sharp rise in long-
term  interest  rates,  which  would  lead  to  destabilising
pressures from the weight of the public debt. While the supply
factors driving inflation are temporary, the Fed’s response
will allow inflation to gradually converge towards its target.
In this respect, it is worth noting that the average inflation
targeting strategy gives the Fed greater manoeuvring room, as
it  can  in  fact  tolerate  inflation  above  2%.  Since  2008,
inflation has mostly been below 2%, so even with 5% inflation
in 2022, the path of the price index would still be lower than
the shadow path that would have been observed if inflation had
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risen by 2% per year since 2009 (Figure 3). Finally, if the
supply factors prove to be long-term, the appropriate economic
policy  will  not  be  to  curb  demand  through  an  overly
restrictive economic policy but rather to stimulate supply
through  an  investment  policy  that  can  raise  production
capacity to the appropriate level.
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[1] In the United States, the Federal Reserve’s policy rate
corresponds to the target for the rate at which commercial
banks exchange federal funds, which are the deposits they hold
with the local Federal Reserve.

[2] See Blot, Bozou and Hubert (2021) for a discussion of
central bank inflation targets and the reformulation proposed
by the Fed in August 2020.

[3]  Projections  by  FOMC  members  in  June  2021  suggested
inflation of between 1.9% and 2.3% at the end of 2022, with a
median of 2.1%: see here.

[4]  Inflation  measured  by  the  consumer  price  index  even
exceeded 8.5% in March 2022. Note that the inflation indicator
used by the Federal Reserve is the consumer price deflator.

[5] Even if wages are growing faster in the US, they are not
currently compensating for inflation, which is resulting in a
loss of purchasing power for US households.

[6] Basically, the central bank’s mandate does not specify
that its monetary policy response should be differentiated
according  to  the  causes  of  inflation,  which  implicitly
suggests  that  long-term  inflation  can  only  be  a  monetary
phenomenon.

[7] See this analysis or this one.

[8] Monetary policy also influences foreign trade through its
effect on the exchange rate.

[9]  See  Miranda-Agrippino  S.,  &  Ricco  G.  (2021).  The
transmission  of  monetary  policy  shocks.  American  Economic
Journal:  Macroeconomics,  13(3),  74-107.  The  effect  on
unemployment  is  obtained  by  considering  a  monetary  policy
shock  such  that  the  one-year  interest  rate  rises  by  one
percentage  point.  Although  the  Federal  Reserve  does  not
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directly control this rate, it is nevertheless influenced by
the central bank’s decisions.

[10] See Ball L. M. & Mazumder S. (2011). Inflation dynamics
and  the  great  recession.  Brookings  Papers  on  Economic
Activity,  Spring,  337-381.

[11] This record of 10.8% in November 1982 was only exceeded
in April-May 2020 during the pandemic. In 2009, the peak for
the unemployment rate rose to 10%.

[12]  See
https://www.piie.com/sites/default/files/documents/pb22-3.pdf.
Their optimism is, however, debatable.

here:
https://www.piie.com/blogs/realtime-economic-issues-watch/what
-needed-tame-us-inflation

[13] See Aurissergues, Blot and Bozou (2021), “Les États-Unis
vers la surchauffe? [Is the US overheating?] Policy Brief of
the OFCE no. 97

[14] See Diegel M. & Nautz D. (2021), “Long-term inflation
expectations and the transmission of monetary policy shocks:
Evidence from a SVAR analysis”, Journal of Economic Dynamics
and Control, 130, 104192.

Jean-Paul Fitoussi, brilliant
economist  and  public
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intellectual, by Xavier Ragot
Born on 19 August 1942 in La Goulette (Tunisia), died on 15
April 2022 in Paris

The economist Jean-Paul Fitoussi passed away on 15 April in
Paris.  He began his career as a professor at the University
of Strasbourg and then at the European University Institute in
Florence, before joining Sciences Po and becoming President of
the Observatoire Français des Conjonctures Économiques (OFCE)
from 1989 to 2010. Officer of the Legion of Honour and Doctor
Honoris Causa at many universities, Jean-Paul Fitoussi’s work
has been recognised by numerous international prizes. He has
contributed to institutions throughout France and Italy, where
he also taught and where he commanded widespread respect.

Jean-Paul Fitoussi was a great economist but also a public
intellectual.  He  understood  that  our  economies  generate
serious  instabilities.  High  inflation  in  the  1970s,  mass
unemployment in the 1980s, high interest rates in the 1990s
due to convergence on the euro, the financial crisis of 2008,
the Covid pandemic, and then the current geopolitical and
energy crisis: economic instability is the norm, hitting the
most vulnerable, and public intervention must be a constant.
Capitalism  is  not  a  stable  system  where  the  only  things
politicians  change  are  technical  parameters,  such  as,  for
example, taxes or the configuration of the pension system. It
requires  constant  intervention  through  fiscal  and  monetary
policy, adapting policy instruments again and again. His most
recent reflections concerned how the rise in inflation and
energy prices since the invasion of Ukraine would impact the
poorest  households.  How  can  energy  dependency  be  reduced
without penalising the most vulnerable?
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Jean-Paul Fitoussi was able to draw out the implications for
European construction. Economic governance cannot be built by
means of economic rules: the criteria of a 3% public deficit
and 60% public debt, in addition to being arbitrary, distract
from the imbalances that are accumulating outside the State
budget. What is needed is not uniform rules but a place for
debate to identify imbalances and anticipate future crises, a
forum for European sovereignty. For Jean-Paul Fitoussi, the
role of European sovereignty is not to fuel confrontation but
to  ensure  coordination  and  management  of  the  economic
exception.

Yet  the  aim  of  this  economic  coordination  cannot  be  to
maximise  growth  without  concern  for  inequality  or
sustainability, but about contributing to the common good.
Here the intellectual strength of Jean-Paul Fitoussi meets the
modesty of the economist. It is not for the economist to
decide what an economy means for society but for democracy to
show the desirable futures. Jean-Paul Fitoussi’s contributions
have therefore focused on the definition and measurement of
well-being. As part of the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission,
he has contributed since 2009 to broadening the measures of
economic progress beyond GDP growth alone.

But Jean-Paul Fitoussi was also someone who builds, and he was
concerned with participating in the life of the city.  He
became  President  of  the  OFCE  in  1989  and  directed  the
Institute  for  20  years,  establishing  the  OFCE  as  an
internationally recognised centre. All those who worked with
him can testify to his kindness, his attention, and his sense
of humour. His concern for others was no mere intellectual
attitude.  For  20  years  he  was  Secretary  General  of  the
International Economic Science Association, participating in
international reflections with Arrow, Sen, Phelps, Solow, all
Nobel Prize winners – and his friends.

Finally, Jean-Paul Fitoussi was a great architect of Sciences-
Po and contributed to developing the institution in many ways.



He helped to open it up socially and to create the economics
department.  The  relevance  of  his  ideas  and  his  sense  of
pedagogy have given him a special place in the public debate.
Consulted by one government after another, he was never stingy
with his time to explain economic policy issues, with students
as well as Presidents of the Republic.

Jean-Paul Fitoussi leaves us at a time when we are most in
need of his thinking. Because of his conception of the role of
the economist in the city, his attention to crises and to the
economic difficulties of society’s most vulnerable, Jean-Paul
Fitoussi can be described as Keynesian. This is both accurate
but reductive. We need to broaden the focus and present him
better: an honest man and a great economist.

Xavier Ragot
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